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PATCH AND LINING ENGINEERS
As our Groundworker, you will be responsible for repairing defects in sewer and drainage systems and are able to 
isolate defects within various sections of pipework. The successful candidates should be experienced in using 
inflatable packers and have a strong knowledge of how the equipment works and how to mix resin. This role 
requires a clean driving licence as there will be travel throughout the UK. Having UV lining experience would be 
advantageous.

You will be part of a two-man team dealing with pipework defects beneath buildings, mainline railways, and public You will be part of a two-man team dealing with pipework defects beneath buildings, mainline railways, and public 
highways and roads. You will be responsible for analysing and repairing the defects and reporting back to the 
client.

What are we looking for?
3 years or more experience carrying out lining and patching repairs
Experience in using various lining equipment such as robotic cutter, packer, hotbox, and sluice.
CSCS card or other similar accreditation
Clean full UK driving licenceClean full UK driving licence
Subscan UDS Ltd is an equal opportunity employer and value diversity. All employment is decided on the basis of 
qualifications, merit and business need.

Please be aware that Subscan UDS Ltd does not accept CVs from recruitment agencies. Please do not forward 
applicants for our jobs or to our employees. Subscan UDS Ltd is not responsible for any fees related to unsolicited 
CVs.

Job Types: Full-time, Permanent

Salary: Up to £13.50 per hourSalary: Up to £13.50 per hour

COVID-19 considerations:
Subscan follows the guidance of Government guidelines and our Health & Safety Specialists. Every precaution is 
taken before and after helping our customers. Full COVID-19 PPE and sanitation products are provided to our staff 
as and when requested.


